
Nº Bedrooms: 3 Nº Bathrooms: 2 Nº People: 6 M² built: 100 m² Wifi Fireplace Jacuzzi Sauna
Mountain view Communal lift Private lift Air conditioning BBQ Dishwasher TV Washing machine
Ski Room Cinema/tv room

Skiing/Snowboarding Cross country skiing Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

This 101sqm apartment is indeed a very wooded space from top to bottom, including doors and shelves.

 

Featuring 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms, this modern apartment can comfortably accommodate 6 people. One of the highlights, you ask? The 33sqm terrace in wood (yet again) with hot tub, furnishings and a
private garden of 83sqm with beautiful surrounding landscape. If you need to reconnect with yourself, your loved ones or Mother Earth, this is definitely the right place for you. Last but not least a parking and a ski
room are at your disposal. Needless to say that the property offers all you need for your stay: a fully equipped kitchen, linen, towels, toiletries in every bathroom, and much more.

 

It is located within a 10 minute walk of the world's largest mountain aquatic centre: Aquamotion, where you will find activities for the entire family. The property is also ideally located near the slopes and the center
of Courchevel Moriond - an area of Courchevel which was formerly known as Courchevel 1650. It is a friendly village ski resort with excellent and convenient access to some of the best skiing in the world. What
sets it apart is its year round population and atmosphere of the farming community it once was. Many would argue it is the true Courchevel. Staying in Courchevel Moriond offers better value for money than its
higher neighbour and the resort amenities are great.

This 101sqm apartment is indeed a very wooded space from top
France, Courchevel, Courchevel 1650

Apartment - REF: TGS-A3364



 

The home truths:

Skiing is an intermediates' paradise in Courchevel Moriond although in order to explore the rest of the Three Valleys, a bit more effort is required to get over the valley into the ski area of Courchevel 1850
before heading onto Meribel and Val Thorens.

A new construction is underway next to the apartment. The exterior is finished so you won't have any noise but the view is slightly obstructed.

Our neighbours are really nice locals known to be early birds, therefore we kindly remind you that parties and other loud festivities are not allowed in the property

End-of-stay cleaning is included and you have the option to benefit from cleaning and laundry services during your stay on request, as a supplement. Linen (sheets, pillowcases and bed covers), towels and
bath mats are provided.
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